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Abstract. In transitive metastable chaotic dynamical systems, there are no invariant neighbourhoods in the

phase space. The best that one can do is look for metastable or almost-invariant (AI) regions as a means to

decompose the system into its basic self-organising building blocks. Here we study the metastable dynamics of

a dense granular material embodying strain localization in 3D from the perspective of its conformational land-

scape: the state space of all observed conformations as defined by the local topology of individual grains relative

to their first ring of contacting neighbors. We determine the metastable AI sets that divide this conformational

landscape, such that grain rearrangements from one conformation to another conformation in the same AI set

occurs with high probability: by contrast, grain rearrangements involving conformational transitions between

AI sets are unlikely. The great majority of conformational transitions are identity transitions: grains rearrange

and exchange contacts to preserve those topological properties with the greatest influence on cluster stability,

namely, the number of contacts and 3-cycles. Force chains show a clear preference for that AI set with the

most number of accessible and highly connected conformations. Here force chains continually explore the con-

formational landscape, wandering from one rarely inhabited conformation to another. As force chains become

overloaded and buckle, the energy released enables member grains to overcome the high dynamical barriers

that separate metastable regions and subsequently escape one region to enter another in the conformational

landscape. Thus, compared to grains locked in stable force chains, those in buckling force chains, confined to

the shear band, show a greater propensity for not only non-identity transitions within each metastable region

but also inter-transitions between metastable regions.

1 Introduction
Grain rearrangements around force chains are indispens-

able for effective force transmission. Unlike their coun-

terparts in architectural structures, columnar force chains

are far from static. Grain motions in and around force

chains continually occur, enabling force chains to explore

a range of mutating conformations in a rich conforma-

tional and stability landscape [1–3]. Emerging evidence

suggests that this landscape, populated by hills and val-

leys of varying depths and widths, shapes the rich ordered

patterns of interaction in granular systems that emerge in

the lead up to and during failure [1–4]. Here we focus

on this process of self-organization in the localized failure

regime and explore the organization of this landscape. We

search for metastable attractor regions in this landscape to

understand persistent or frequently occurring local grain

arrangements and rearrangements in a dense granular dy-

namical system embodying shear bands in three dimen-

sions. To understand force chain formation and evolution

in this context, we go beyond ‘static’ information and de-

termine the structure and dynamics underlying conforma-
tional transitions of member grains in force chains, as the

system evolves from one equilibrium state to the next.

�e-mail: atordesi@unimelb.edu.au

Specifically, building on [1, 2], we investigate the pres-

ence of metastable attractors which facilitate the creation

and persistence of force chains in 3D frictional materials.

The role of conformational transitions in force chains has

been explored in 2D experiments on synthetic (photoelas-

tic), as well as virtual, granular materials [1]. In these stud-

ies, the conformations are characterized by the topological

configurations inhabited by a grain relative to its first ring

of contacting neighbors. All such conformations observed

in the system during loading define a conformational state

space. This state space is then divided into regions, known

as almost-invariant metastable sets, between which con-

formational transitions are unlikely: that is, there is a high

probability that a grain undergoes a rearrangement from

one conformation to another in the same metastable AI

set. As to which of these sets force chains prefer to in-

habit is crucial for the formulation of robust constitutive

stress-strain relations for granular media [5, 6]. Equally

important, especially for control of the underlying self-

organization process, is the transition pathway followed by

force chains in this conformational landscape under vary-

ing loading conditions. Such an exploration into 3D sys-

tems is challenging given the scarcity of data from phys-

ical experiments on interparticle contact forces for many
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Table 1. DEM model parameters and material properties.

Parameter Value

Applied strain rate ε̇yy −5 × 10−2 s−1

Confining pressure P 494.91 k N m−2

Particles n 55100

Particle radii R (0.76 − 1.52) × 10−3 m
Particle density ρ 2650 kg m−3

Modulus of elasticity Ec 91.86 M Pa

Poisson’s ratio νc 0.5
Rolling stiffness coefficient β 1.0
Inter-particle friction angle μ 0.7
Rolling coefficient η = μr 0.02
Wall friction angle μwall 0.0 − 0.7

stages of a single test [2]. This challenge was recently

overcome for near-frictionless hydrogel spheres [2]. How-

ever, transitions in the conformational landscape of 3D

frictional systems representative of common real granu-

lar materials (e.g. sand) have not been explored and is the

focus of this study. Given the absence of requisite data

on interparticle contact forces in real granular systems, we

use data from discrete element simulations.

Our analysis proceeds in two phases. In Phase 1, we

establish the conformational landscape, a state space in

which all observed conformations reside. In Phase 2, we

divide this state space into the metastable AI sets. With at-

tention paid to force chains, our objective here is to find the

conformations and conformational transitions at the oppo-

site extremes of the frequency spectrum: the most preva-

lent intra-transitions within, and the rare inter-transitions
between, AI sets. A comprehensive analysis of the confor-

mational landscape of dense granular systems in the limit

state is reported in [4].

2 Data

The data set used here is from a DEM simulation of vari-

ous assemblies of frictional 3D spherical particles submit-

ted to triaxial compression under constant confining pres-

sure. The simulation uses the YADE package [7]. Here we

focus on a three-dimensional analogue of a well-studied

two-dimensional system [3, 4, 8]. The same simulation

and material properties are used as the two-dimensional

system where possible to enable direct comparison with

previously published results. A summary of the simula-

tion and material parameters is provided in Table 1. Fig-

ure 1 (inset) shows the stress-strain response that is typical

of densely packed granular systems [9].

3 Method

Analysis proceeds in two phases. In Phase 1, we estab-

lish the conformational state space for the triaxial test sam-

ple as it evolves from one equilibrium state to another in

the failure or “persistent shear band” (PSB) regime where

the underlying dynamics is assumed to be stationary. This

begins with the contact network, in which the grains and

their contacts are represented by nodes and links in a net-

work [1, 2]. For the entire series of equilibrium states in

the PSB regime, we enumerate all observed conformations

of every node in the contact network and its local connec-

tivity, dt
s: d is the node degree (number of links), t is the

number of 3-cycles, and s is the number of shared edges

between the 3-cycles. For example, in the physical space

of the sample, conformation 310 corresponds to a grain with

three contacting neighbors and a single rotationally frus-

trated 3-cycle [3, 10].

In Phase 2, we partition the conformational state space

into their almost-invariant sets, following the method

in [11]. To do this, we perform a spectral analysis of the

Markov transition matrix P that is constructed from the

information gained in Phase 1. The conformations cor-

respond to a collection of S = {1, . . . , n} states, where n
is the total number of unique conformations observed in

the PSB regime. We also track all the grain rearrange-

ments between all consecutive pairs of equilibrium strain

states and map these into P as a transition from conforma-

tion state i to conformation state j. This leads to the row-

stochastic n × n transition matrix P, such that Pi j denotes

the conditional probability of transitioning from state i to
state j in one strain interval. The aim is to partition the col-

lection of states S into subsets Ak ⊂ S , k = 1, . . . ,K, with
⋃

k=1 Ak = S and Ak ∩ A� = ∅, k � �. The eigenvectors

of P are used to partition the conformational state space

S into metastable regions Ak known as almost-invariant

(AI) sets, between which conformational transitions are

unlikely. The elements Ak are then partitioned as follows:

for each k = 1, . . . ,K, the probability that Ak at time t tran-
sitions to Ak at time t + 1 is as large as possible, while for

k � � the probability that Ak at time t transitions to A� at
time t + 1 is as small as possible. Such a partition {Ak}Kk=1
is called almost-invariant because each partition element

acts approximately as its own dynamical process and is

almost disconnected dynamically from the other partition

elements.

4 Results

A total of 363 unique grain conformations are observed

in the persistent shear band (PSB) regime, which leads to

a stochastic transition matrix P of dimensions 363 × 363.

However, the leading unit eigenvector of P is not unique.

We correct this by interpreting P as an adjacency matrix

of a graph G, and retaining the edges associated with the

largest connected component of the graph G. This re-

moves 17 rare conformations, corresponding to those with

no information about their next transition: that is, transi-

tions which when entered cannot be left, and isolated small

components ofG. This leads to a corrected stochastic tran-

sition matrix P̃ of size 346 × 346. From the leading unit

eigenvector of P̃, we obtain the probability density distri-

bution that quantifies the frequency that a given confor-

mation is inhabited during the PSB regime (Figure 1). We

found five metastable regions, AI sets A−E (overlaid sym-

bols in Figure 1), with the proportions of grains inhabiting
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Figure 1. Frequency of occurrence of each conformation (black curve); overlaid is the classification of each conformation into one of

the five almost-invariant set A − E (symbols). (inset) Stress ratio and percentage of grains in each almost-invariant set.

each metastable region across the PSB regime shown in

the inset. The near-invariant strain evolution of the popu-

lation of grains in each region provides corroborating ev-

idence to support past observations that the PSB regime

exhibits stationary dynamics.

Prevalent conformations: We observe several promi-

nent peaks in the probability density distribution, suggest-

ing the presence of preferred self-assembled mesostruc-

tures. The top five peaks corresponding to the most pre-

ferred conformations, in decreasing order of occurrence,

are: 41
0 (set C), 30

0
(set A), 510 (set E), 40

0
(set C) and 00

0
(i.e.

a rattler, set D). Outside these peaks are infrequently in-

habited grain conformations. As shown in Figure 1(inset),

the majority of these are in set B, the most populated re-

gion with the largest number of accessible conformations

that are densely connected (i.e. d ≥ 6 and s ≥ 1 ) yet

rarely visited. The least populated region in the conforma-

tion state space is D, which consists of rattlers and poorly

supported conformations (e.g. 00
0
, 10

0
and 210).

Prevalent conformational transitions: Identity transi-

tions comprise around 90% of all grain transitions (i.e.

no change in local topology with respect to degree and

3-cycle membership and arrangement). The five most fre-

quently occurring non-identity transitions are 30
0
→ 410 (i.e.

gain of a 3-cycle), 410 → 30
0
(i.e. loss of a 3-cycle), 30

0
→ 40

0

(i.e. gain of a contact), 40
0
→ 30

0
(i.e. loss of a contact), and

20
0
→ 30

0
. These preferred transitions are cyclic (e.g. Fig-

ure 2) and are characteristic of the underlying dynamics in

the shear band where grain rearrangements are greatest.

Local arrangements around force chains: Grains

found in force chains, classified according to their almost-

invariant set membership, show a distinct preference for

the densely connected conformations in set B and spend

considerably less time visiting metastable regions with

poorly supported conformations: A 6%, C 11%, D < 1%,

E 24% versus B 58% (Figure 3(a)). Set B distinguishes

itself from the other four regions of the conformational

(a) 41
030

0 and 30
041

0

(b) 40
051

0 and 51
040

0

(c) 41
051

0 and 51
041

0

Figure 2. Top three most prevalent cyclic transitions involving a

3-cycle and their corresponding AI set (focal grain in red, 3-cycle

in blue).

landscape by having the most number of accessible yet in-

frequently visited conformations. As the conformations in

B have high d, resident grain clusters have more degrees

of freedom to explore accessible sites in this region of the

conformational state space. The prevalence of conforma-

tions with 3-cycles (increasing t and s) that frustrate grain
rotations and provide truss-like support to force chains

make B an ideal breeding ground for force chains [10].

Local rearrangements in and around force chains:
Rearrangements around force chains typically preserve

structural stability, with 90% of conformational transi-
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Figure 3. (a) Force chain grain conformations classified by their

respective AI set. (b) Proportion of inter- and intra- transitions

for grains found in and around force chains (FCs) and buckling

force chains (BFCs).

tions maintaining the same number of contacts and 3-cycle

topology (i.e. identity transitions). In stark contrast, BFCs

are far more unstable, with only 56% of rearrangements

being identity transitions. The non-identity transitions can

be classed into two categories: intra-transitions and inter-

transitions (Figure 3(b)). Compared to force chains which

are locked in more stable configurations, grains in unstable

BFCs are more likely to overcome the dynamical barriers

that separate the metastable regions in the conformational

landscape. Indeed, around 30% (44%) of grains in force

chains (BFCs) undergo inter-transitions. Overcoming the

dynamical barriers that separate the metastable regions in

the conformational landscape requires an expenditure of

energy. In this context, the propensity for BFCs to traverse

a dynamical barrier, escaping a metastable region to in-

habit another, is entirely consistent with past findings that

showed these failure events are accompanied by bursts in

kinetic energy, dissipation and mesoscale nonaffine defor-

mation [1, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12].

5 Conclusion

We study the process of self-organization, on the scale of

a grain and its first ring of contacting neighbors, during

localised failure of a dense granular material submitted to

triaxial compression. Attention is paid to those equilib-

rium states when the sample deforms in the presence of a

fully developed persistent shear zone. The conformational

landscape of the system embodies five metastable attrac-

tor regions, in each of which there is a high (very low)

probability that a grain undergoes a rearrangement from

one conformation to another in the same (different) region,

across a single strain interval in the persistent shear band

regime. The great majority of conformational transitions

are identity transitions, implying that grains rearrange and

exchange contacts to preserve the topological properties

with the greatest influence on cluster stability: degree and

the number of 3-cycles. Of the five metastable regions,

force chains show a clear preference for that region with

the most number of accessible and highly connected con-

formations. Here force chains continually explore state

space, wandering from one rarely inhabited conformation

to another. Force chain failure by buckling, confined to the

shear band, involves grains that show a greater propensity

to follow trajectories that involve non-identity transitions

either within each metastable region or inter-transitions

between metastable regions. The latter suggests that the

stored energy released in force chains during buckling en-

ables member grains to overcome the dynamical barriers

that separate metastable regions and subsequently escape

one region to enter another in the conformational land-

scape.
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